utilizes the Gull-Skjlllng (1989) MEMSYS-3 package of routines for maximum entropy (MaxEnt) reconstnrction
of arbiiary sets of data. The new MEMSYS-3 code, and our extensions to it,
represent a significant improvement
over previous MaxEnt implementations
(Weir and Djorgovski, 1991).
A recent application of this system
Includes restorations of €SO images of
the mysterious obi& R136 In the core
of the 30 Doradus nebula (Weir et al.,
i491). An especially useful feature of
this software is that It allows one to
solve for a restored image at subpixel
spatial scales, if the SM is high enough.
Thls abHity facltitates the detecfion of
very high resolution structure in the restored image which otherwise migM not
be apparent due to the large pixel size of
#e original data From simulated images and double blind tests, we have
never found the method to introduce
Structure at subpixel scales when it did
not a ~ t u ~ lexist.
l y To restore to such
levels, one must be able to adequately
Interpolate the point spread function
(PSF) at the subplxel level. We typidly
use a PSF determined by the stellar
photometry programme Daophot, which
achieves a three U r n higher than nominal sampllng estimate of the PSF by
forming a composite of stars from the
image of interest.
The pictures in Figure 1 are of images
obtained (a) on the ESO 2.2-m telescope in
1.2 arcsec seeing, Ib) its
mtoratlon, (c) an image obtained on the
NTT in 0.5 aresec seeing, and (d) its
restoration. Thls data set provides an
excelleat means of assessing the power
and validity of our deconvolution
method by providing us with an estimate of "the tnrth" (the NIT image) by
which to judge the rest~mtlonof the
poorer quality data (a). We were pleased
to find very high cop~espondsnce.Virtually alt of the maxima in restomtion @),
even those which may appear on the
surface to be ringing artifacts or noise,
actually have counterparts in the inde
pendently derived image (c). The faint
f u ~ or
y filamentary structures in @) are
typically how the algorithm represents
two or more fainter point swrces which
it is unable to clearly resolve in the orlginal data. We can thus reliably detect
stars at teast a magnitude fainter than
was*possible in the unprocessed data.
From our determination of the power
and accuracy of the first restoration, we
are able to estimate the degme of resolution and rellabillty in the deconvolutlon
of the MT data. We estimate that we
are able to reliably distinguish and resolve binaries of equal Intensity down to
the separatlona of 0.2 amec or lower
throughout the Image. The oblong nature of some of the objects in (d) indi-

-

-

cates that we are beginning to reach
some fundamental limits in resolution,
probably due to our Inabiljty to form a
pmcise enough estimate of the PSF for
all parts of the image. The PSF has been
determined in the outer parts of the
2!5x2!5 image where the crowding is
still quite severe, and the profile of fhe
brightest and most isolated stars can
Mll be contaminated by faint objects.
Nonethdees, virtually all of the maxima
detected in (d) are easily identlflahle
(with the pmwr stretch) in image (c).
The principal benefit of deconvolution is
in deblending the most crowded
groups, to gain a better indication of the
number and location of objects In the
Image.
The next step in our analysis Is to
construct colour-magnitudedlagms In
the cluster centre region, and compare
them wlth those at larger radli. The
pbtometrlc results of MaxEnt restoratlons have long been known to be
blased In the downward direction. We
have found that this degree of bias can
b8 reasonably modeled through Mont~
Carlo slmul~ons,providing the posslbility of statistically corredng for this
effact In the Image. We preferohowever,
the following approach. Glvm that
MaxEnt does an excellent job of object
ddectibn and separation, we use the
restored image as a hlgh-resolution
"finding chart" by which to locate and
obtain first estimate of the position and
flux ofall objects In the Image. Next, one
feeds these estimates into a least
squares PSF flttlng package, e.g., Daophot or Romaphot, to obtain unblased
steltar photometry fmm the original lower resolution images. We have only begun to experiment wW this hybrid approach, but the results appear qulte
prornlsing.
Whlle we will not be able to achieve

the resolution possible wlth speckle

methods for Mght objects, we do not
thlnk we have yet reached the maxlrnurn
possible resolution attainable via dlrect
imaging and subsequent deconvolution:
in fact we are still largely limited by pixel
size. Because of the large field of view
and tong integrations possible with direct Imaging, we bdieve that sophisticated new restoration methods have
real promisefor providing resolutionand
depth previously thought achievable
only from ovtslde the earth's atmosphere, perhaps at the level of 0.1 arcsec for a broad range of objects.
This work was supported In part by an
NSF graduate fellowship (PIW), ESO
(QP), and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
and NASA grant NAGS-1173 (SD).
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IAU Working Group on Photography
On October 29-30, j990, the IAU
Working Group on Photwraphy (within
IAU Commlsslon 9: Instruments) met at
the ESO Headquain Garding. It
was the second time a meeting of this
group took place at ESO; last time was
in 1978 white the ESO Telescope Division was still located at CERN.
Much has happened within the field of
astronomicat photography during the
past 12 years. CCOs have taken over at
many tele~copesand to some It may
perhaps appear that photography is on
its way out of astronomy. However, this
is certainly not yet true. Photography Is

still unequalled when wide fields are obw e d at high spatial rmolution, 1.s.
whenever areas covering more than a
few thousand pixels square are involved. Moreover, the ease of storage
and data retrieval from photographical
plates should not be underestlmtgd,
while the possibility of future digitalIration of sky surveys (to provide easy
computer access to the information) is a
most Interesting development. It shwld
of course also be kept in mlnd that not
all obmatorim have the necessary
means to aoquira state-of-the-art
CCDs. For them, photographic obswa-

tions will t i l l continue to be an important activity for quib some time to

come.
The 1990 WG meeting, which was
moved from Nice to Garching at the last
moment for technical reasons, attracted
about 40 speeidists, mainly from
Europe and including a substantial complement from Eastem Europe. The dlscussions centred on a variety of subjects, in particular t h extraction
~
of informatton from photographical plates.
Tlwre has been important progress in
the accuracy and speed of microdensi-

tometry, and image "manipulation" in
the photographb laboratory allows us to
see weak and/or extended structures
which would otherwise not be visible.
The big Schmldt telescopes In the
world continue their surveys of the
northern and southern skies which will
provide present and, not the least, future generaUons of astronomers with
the posslbillty to learn about the past
behaviour of objects with newly disoovered, peculiar properties, Several
"durchmustmng"-type projects are
based on these surveys and provide

extensive Ilsts of selected objects for
detailed studies with larger telescopes.
The Organizing Committee af the
Working Group decided to study how
this group can best be continued;
photographic methods alone may become too narrow a dellrnltatlon in the
future, The WG will meet agaln at the
IAU General Assembly In Buenos Aires
next year and expects to take the corresponding decision there.
H. M. WEST, ESO
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1. Introduction
The abundance of Lithium in stars is
perhaps one of the least understood
problems in Astrophysics. Contrary to
most other elements, Li is not produced
in the standard way by stellar nucleosynthesis; rather, it is believed to
have largely been created at the very
beginning of the Universe. An accurate
measure of the present Li abundance
can thus provide stringent constraints
on models of the Big Bang. Unfortunate
ly, Li is a very fragile element and its
isotopes ~ i and
'
~i~ are destroyed by
nuclear reactions at temperatures higher than 2.2 x 106K and 2.6 x lQsK,
respectively. Since most of the stellar
interiors are at temperatures higher than
this, Li is confined to shallow surface
layers. It is not surprising that a number
of mechanisms exist to mix the surface
Li to the hotter interior, thus changing
the present abundance of Li with w
spect to the primordial value. To make
things even worse, there are also a
number of mechanisms (nuclear spallation reactions by cosmic rays, production in novae and in red giants) that can
potentially increase the abundance of Li
on time scales comparable to the age of
the Galaxy. For all these reasons, it is
extremely important to understand the
mechanisms that lead to ti depletion in
stars or to a possible Li enrichment of
the interstellar medium during the galactic evolution.
The "classical" picture of Li depletion
in late-type stars was put fonrvard by
Herbig in the mid-sixties {see Herbig,
1965). He noticed that field stars of
spectrat type F8 to G5 present a very
large spread in the Li abundance (more
than two orders of magnitude) and that

the largest Li abundances were = 3.0

sion. This is typically not observed.
(these are logarithmic values on a scale
There were also problems on the
where log n(H) = 12.0). These values theoretical side. Standard models of the
were similar to those found in 1-Tauri interior structure of stars show that the
stars and in meteorites. Herbig also bottom of the convective zone in solarfound that Li depletion increases to- type stars has a temperature signifiwards later spectral types. It is very rare cantly lower (r 2.0 x 10%) than the
to find large L1 abundances In stars tater minimum temperature needed to dethan G5. Typically, K stars do not show stroy Li7 by nuclear reactions (= 2.6 x
a measurable Li line.
10%). Since the lithium we obsewe is
The easiest way to Interpret these ob- mostly Li7,some mechanism other than
servatlons was to suppose that all stars simple convective transport is required
(at least those of Population I, see later) to provide for its depletion. The larger
were born with the same Li abundance convective zones of K stars are exand that Li was progressively depleted pected to penetrate deep enough to
In late-type stars under the action of allow nuclear burning of Li, but in the
convective motions that brlng surface Sun, and in general in all late F and G
material down to deeper layers. LI is dwarfs, some extra mixing is definitely
more rapidly depleted in cooler stars required. Several possibilities have been
which have deeper convective zones suggested: turbulent diffusion below the
and hence hlgher temperatures at their conktive envelope driven by conveebase. Herbig's interpretation is at the tive overshoot, mixing induced by radial
origin of the well-known use of the U line differential rotation, "evapdration" of Uas an age indicator for solar-type stars, rich surface layers through stellar winds,
a notion that has commonly been and others.
Over the past decade great advances
accepted for nearly two decades. f here
were however a number of "disturbing" have been made in the study of Li abuneffects that, although usually neglected, dance in stars. In particular, new highshould have cast doubts on the sim- quality observations of open clusters
plHied classical picture. For instance, a (for a review, see Boesgaard, 1990)
substantial number of early F stars were have revealed the existence of a "dip" at
known to have a low U abundance, .= 6650 K In the U abundance of all
much lower than the Initial value of clusters with ages greater than = 1oa
about 3.0. Slnce these stars have very years. In the dip, the Li abundance is
shallow convective zones, R Is not clear reduced by at least two orders of maghow they could have been deprived of nitudes, while it is "normal" both a temthelr U. Moreover, If L1 abundance in peratures higher than = 6900 K and in
solar-type stars were related to age, one the temperature range 6300-6100 K
should observe a tight correlation bet- (while decreasing sharply at still lower
ween Li abundance and other indicators temperatures), The dip has also been
of age, such as surface rotation or chro- identified in observations of F stars in
mospherlc Ca II H and K ernis- the field. The reasons for this peculiar

